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Positron emission tomography~PET! was used to investigate the neural basis of the comprehension
of speech in unmodulated noise~‘‘energetic’’ masking, dominated by effects at the auditory
periphery!, and when presented with another speaker~‘‘informational’’ masking, dominated by more
central effects!. Each type of signal was presented at four different signal-to-noise ratios~SNRs!
~13, 0, 23, 26 dB for the speech-in-speech,16, 13, 0, 23 dB for the speech-in-noise!, with
listeners instructed to listen for meaning to the target speaker. Consistent with behavioral studies,
there was SNR-dependent activation associated with the comprehension of speech in noise, with no
SNR-dependent activity for the comprehension of speech-in-speech~at low or negative SNRs!.
There was, in addition, activation in bilateral superior temporal gyri which was associated with the
informational masking condition. The extent to which this activation of classical ‘‘speech’’ areas of
the temporal lobes might delineate the neural basis of the informational masking is considered, as
is the relationship of these findings to the interfering effects of unattended speech and sound on
more explicit working memory tasks. This study is a novel demonstration of candidate neural
systems involved in the perception of speech in noisy environments, and of the processing of
multiple speakers in the dorso-lateral temporal lobes. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1639336#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conversing at a cocktail party has been used as a cla
demonstration of how we can listen to one person wh
ignoring the surrounding babble, yet also detect relevant s
ken information such as one’s name~Cherry, 1953; Conway
et al., 2001; Moray, 1959!. This apparent processing of ig
nored auditory information is consistent with evidence t
irrelevant speech signals can disrupt performance
auditory-verbal tasks, such as those involving verbal wo
ing memory~Tremblayet al. 2000!. In trying to understand
at least some aspects of the ‘‘cocktail party effect,’’ a distin
tion has been made between ‘‘energetic’’ and ‘‘inform
tional’’ masking @see Brungart~2001! for a review#.

‘‘Energetic’’ masking is demonstrated most clearly wh
a speech signal is presented together with a steady-
wideband noise. Here, the interfering effects of the mas
arise primarily in the cochlea, reflecting the frequency ana
sis exacted on the basilar membrane. Just as for the ener
masking of tones by noise, the degree of energetic mas
of speech by noise is primarily determined by the freque
spectrum of the noise, and its relative intensity~assumptions

a!Electronic mail: sophie.scott@ucl.ac.uk
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incorporated in articulation index theory! which computes
SNR values within frequency channels~French and Stein-
berg, 1947!. In particular, the lower the signal-to-noise rat
~SNR!, the greater the masking of the signal.

‘‘Informational’’ masking, on the other hand, is sup
posed to reflect the interference of a masker on a target
nal due to the masker having similar~and perhaps compet
ing! informational content~Dirks and Bower, 1968; Feste
and Plomp, 1990!. The prime example of this is when spee
is used to mask speech. Of course, energetic masking m
also occur in such situations, though the amplitude modu
tions of natural speech alone impair its effectiveness as
energetic masker. The degree to which informational ma
ing differs from energetic masking is demonstrated by
finding that the intelligibility of attended speech masked
other speech is relatively constant over a range of SN
between212 and 0 dB, and increases with increasingly po
tive SNRs~Brungardt, 2001!. This level independency ma
arise from other sources, including the possibility that t
amplitude modulations of a masking voice may affo
‘‘glimpses’’ of the target signal~Festen and Plomp, 1990!.
Such glimpses would allow the perception of the target s
nal during modulations of the masker, and reduce the effe
of overall masking speech level.
813813/9/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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The aim of this study was to investigate the neural ba
of these masking effects using a functional neuroimag
technique @positron emission tomography~PET!#, which
tracks neural activity in terms of regional cerebral blood flo
changes. In particular, we wanted to determine the ne
correlates of the perception of speech masked by diffe
signals, and also to determine the extent of SNR-depen
neural responses within this. The maskers chosen w
speech and steady-state noise~with the same long-term spec
tral shape as speech!. These two maskers were chosen
clear exemplars of informational and energetic masking,
spectively. Within each condition, four SNR levels were s
lected, such that performance differences in the profile
behavioral responses~comprehension of sentences spoken
the target speaker! were clear between the speech and no
maskers without overall intelligibility falling below 60%
@See Davis and Johnsrude~2003! for an example of using
noise masking as a method to manipulate intelligibility ov
a wider range of intelligibility levels.# The aim was also to
use enough SNR levels, over a sufficient range, to maxim
the possibility that neural correlates of level-dependent
fects could be identified. To satisfy these constraints differ
SNR levels were chosen for each condition:26, 23, 0, and
13 dB for the speech masker condition, and23, 0, 13 and
16 dB for the noise masker condition. Pilot testing su
gested that a SNR of26 for the noise masker reduced inte
ligibility too much, while using a16 dB SNR for the speech
masker led to ceiling effects on the sentence comprehen
task@consistent with positive SNRs being associated with
increase in intelligibility ~Brungart 2001!#. The masking
speech need not be intelligible to lead to interference effe
in masking: studies have shown that reversed speech can
be an effective masker~Brungart and Simpson, 2002!.

PET has several advantages for such a study, since
relatively quiet compared to fMRI, and it does not suff
from signal loss due to susceptibility artefacts and geome
distortion ~Devlin et al., 2000!. Susceptibility artefacts can
be particularly problematic in the anterior temporal lob
which we have previously demonstrated to be importan
speech processing~Scottet al., 2000!. However, a disadvan
tage of PET is that the number of possible scans is limited
the total amount of radioactivity that can be administer
This study is thus preliminary in the sense that extens
testing of different masking conditions and different leve
was not possible. Most importantly, this design did not p
mit the presentation of a baseline condition of listening
speech with no masking signal. In partial control for this, t
results were contrasted with a previous study~Mummery
et al., 1999!, in which passive speech perception@relative to
signal correlated noise~Schroeder, 1969!# was studied.

There are several candidate neural systems that migh
recruited during the attentional control of speech percep
in energetic and informational masking. There could be
modulation of activation in primary auditory cortex~PAC!
by different listening contexts, as reported by Ulanovs
et al. ~2003!. There could also be an alteration of the profi
of activity in auditory association cortex, potentially linke
to functional subsystems within this. For example, Griffit
and Warren~2002! have proposed that the planum tempor
814 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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~posterior to PAC! operates as an informational hub for in
coming auditory information, and that this might be asso
ated with a distinct role of informational masking. Zator
and colleagues~2002! have also emphasized the role of po
terior auditory fields in the spatial representation of audito
objects. In contrast~though not necessarily contradiction! a
meta-analysis of functional imaging studies has identifie
role for the superior temporal gyrus~STG!, lateral to primary
auditory cortex~PAC!, which is important in the processin
of different aspects of auditory structure~e.g., AM, FM, har-
monic structure!, and which forms part of the acoustic pro
cessing of the speech signal~Scott and Johnsrude, 2003!.
Important in normal speech perception, this might be a c
didate for the parallel processing of acoustic cues that
important for tracking a target voice and a masking signa
an informational masking context. There is thus the possi
ity that informational masking might be associated with
modulation of activity in the lateral STG and regions anter
to this, if informational masking results from competitio
between the processing of the target and the unatten
voice within this system. Considering regions outwith t
auditory system, it is possible that more generic, amodal
tentional mechanisms could be recruited when speech is
sented in a masking context. This would be associated w
activation in prefrontal and parietal regions, commonly se
in cognitive tasks requiring the control of attention acro
modalities.

II. METHOD: SIGNAL PROCESSING AND STIMULI

All stimulus materials were drawn from digital represe
tations~sampled originally at 22.05 kHz! of simple sentences
recorded in an anechoic chamber by one male and one
male speaker of standard Southern British English. The
get sentences were always BKB sentences spoken by
female speaker whereas maskers were based on the IHR
sentences spoken by the male speaker~more details are given
in the next section!. All sentences were low-pass filtered
3.8 kHz ~sixth-order elliptical filter, both forward and back
wards, so as to ensure zero-phase filtering equivalent
12th-order filter!, and then downsampled to 11.025 kHz
save space. The masker and target signals were playe
gether diotically~target and masker summed together a
presented to both ears!.

In the speech-in-noise condition, the target speech
played together with unmodulated noise, with the same lo
term average spectrum as the masking male speaker. T
calculations began with a spectral analysis of all 270 mas
sentences, sampled at 22.05 kHz. Analyses used a FF
length 512 sample points~23.22 ms!, with windows overlap-
ping by 256 points, giving a value for the spectrum at m
tiples of 43.1 Hz. The spectrum was then smoothed~in the
frequency domain! with a 27-point Hamming window tha
was two octaves wide, over the frequency range 50 Hz t
kHz. The smoothed spectrum was then used to construc
amplitude spectrum for an inverse FFT~component phase
randomized with a uniform distribution over the rang
0–2p! in order to create the speech-shaped noise.

Different SNRs were determined by a simple rms calc
lation across the entire waveform~e.g., target sentence!, and
Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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The target and speech-masker stimuli were the BKB

IHR sentences respectively~Foster et al., 1993; MacLeod
and Summerfield, 1987!. These are sets of syntactical
simple sentences used to test intelligibility; they are sco
according to the number of key words~two to three words
per sentence! that are repeated correctly~e.g., ‘‘she’s
brushing herhair,’ ’ ‘‘the clown had afunny face,’’ ‘‘the bag
was very heavy’’—the key words are underlined!. The use
of a female target speaker and a male masking speaker
likely to lead to less extensive informational masking th
two same sex speakers~Brungart, 2001!, but this was chosen
to enable the instruction ‘‘listen to the female speaker’’ to
used throughout, rather than to train the subjects on the id
tity of the target speaker.

There were eight scans for each stimulus condit
~noise masker and speech masker!, with four different SNRs
for each of these~13, 0, 23, 26 dB for the speech-in-
speech,16, 13, 0, 23 dB for the speech-in-noise!, pre-
sented twice in a random order. In the pretesting~see below!
the stimuli were presented one target sentence~plus masker!
at a time; during PET scanning the target sentences~plus
maskers! ran continuously, for approximately 60 s. No ove
response was required. During PET scanning, no sente
were repeated, either as targets or as maskers.

III. METHOD: BEHAVIORAL TESTING

Pilot testing was used to determine the intelligibility
the different masker and SNR conditions: ten normal-hea
adults ~age range 26–50, five men, none of whom part
pated in the PET study! were presented with sentences ov
headphones and asked to repeat back the words that
could hear. This was done for a range of SNRs for b
masker types~212 to 19 dB SNR for the speech maske
23-to 16 dB SNR for the noise masker!. Sixteen sentence
were used for each condition. These data were used to s
the SNR conditions in which intelligibility was above
threshold~60%! to be used for the PET scanning.

The subjects for the PET study were presented with
stimuli prior to scanning. They were played individual BK
sentences and the masking stimuli over headphones an
peated back what they could hear. Eight sentences were
sented per condition. Intelligibility was scored by an expe
menter, who recorded the number of correct key words
condition. Since there was some variation in the numbe
key words per sentence, this score varied between a m
mum of 18–20 key words per condition. This gave a sc
for each subject, masking condition, and SNR. The orde
conditions was randomized.

IV. METHOD: PET SCANNING

Seven right-handed native English-speaking male vol
teers were recruited and scanned. The mean age was 42
a range of 35–52. Each participant gave informed cons
prior to participation in the study, which was approved by t
Research Ethics Committee of Imperial College School
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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Medicine/Hammersmith, Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea
Acton Hospitals. Permission to administer radioisotopes w
given by the Department of Health~UK!.

None of the subjects reported hearing problems and
were able to perceive speech in the different conditions d
ing prescan training, though performance was poorer t
the pilot subjects, such that performance in the low
speech-in-noise SNR was lower than that in the pilot, with
average of 48%~see Fig. 1!.

PET scanning was performed with a Siemens HR11
~966! PET scanner operated in high-sensitivity 3D mod
Sixteen scans were performed on each subject, using
oxygen-15-labeled water bolus technique. All subjects w
scanned while lying supine in a darkened room with th
eyes closed.

The stimuli were presented at a comfortable level de
mined for each subject, and this level was kept constant o
the scanning sessions. The sentence presentations bega
before the scanning commenced, and each sentence
sented was novel~i.e., there were no repeats!. The subjects
were instructed to listen passively to the female speaker ‘
meaning’’ in the scanning sessions. Passive listening redu
the likelihood that activation seen is due to controlled p
cessing aspects of the task, which would be involved if
subjects were required to make explicit responses or try
remember the sentences they heard~Scott and Wise, 2003!.
Since this study is novel in focusing on normal speech p
ception in complex sound situations, this ensured that
activation seen was related to this, and not to some o
aspect of the task requirements.

V. ANALYSIS

The images were analyzed using statistical parame
mapping~SPM99, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Ne
rology, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm!, which allowed ma-
nipulation and statistical analysis of the grouped data.
scans from each subject were realigned to eliminate h
movements between scans and normalized into a stan
stereotactic space~the Montreal Neurological Institute tem
plate was used, which is constructed from anatomical M
scans obtained on 305 normal subjects!. Images were then

FIG. 1. The mean intelligibility of speech for the two maskers~speech and
noise! as a function of SNR for the seven scanned subjects. Standard e
of the mean are shown by the error bars.
815Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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smoothed using an isotropic 10-mm, full width at ha
maximum, Gaussian kernel, to allow for variation in gyr
anatomy and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

In the statistical analysis of functional imaging data, t
unit of analysis is the voxel, a cube of 2 mm3. As voxel size
is smaller than the resolution of the PET scanner, activ
within adjacent voxels is not independent. Specific chan
in regional cerebral blood flow~rCBF! were investigated by
comparing the activity at each voxel in standardized sp
across scans~and, therefore, behavioral conditions!. Specific,
voxel-by-voxel analyses were performed using appropr
contrasts~e.g., which voxels are showing a greater respo
in speech masking contexts, relative to noise making c
texts! to create statistical parametric maps of the t statis
which were subsequently transformed intoZ scores. The pre-
cise contrasts used are outlined in the next section.
threshold for significance was set atP,0.05, corrected for
analyses across the whole volume of the brainP
,0.000001, uncorrected;Z-score.4.7!. For contrasts where
there is a prior hypothesis about the anatomical involvem
uncorrectedp values of less than 0.0001 can be accepted

The analysis included a blocked analysis of covaria
~ANCOVA! with global counts as confound to remove t
effect of global changes in perfusion across scans. Thi
necessary because there is considerable scan-to-scan
ance in the number of counts~i.e., the precise amount o
radio-labeled water infused! and in the blood flow of the
subject~e.g., blood pressure tends to drop the longer one
prone, and in a PET scan the subjects lie down for at le
1.5 h!.

VI. RESULTS: BEHAVIORAL DATA

The intelligibility data from the pretesting of th
scanned subjects are shown in Fig. 1. This demonstrates
as predicted by previous studies, the speech-in-noise sh
evidence of a level-dependent effect below a SNR of 3
in contrast the speech-in-speech conditions show much
variation at 0 dB and below. A logistic regression was used
compare the trend in performance with SNR for the spe
and noise masker. Analyses proceeded from the total num
of key words correctly identified by each listener in ea
condition of SNR and masker type~six sentences containin
816 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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a total of 18–20 key words!, that is, 64 data points
(8 listeners32 maskers ypes34 SNRs). SNR was the only
continuous variate. The first analysis used listener, mas
type, and SNR as predictors of performance~but with 13 dB
added to the SNRs for the conditions with the speech mas
so that the 4 SNRs for each masker type were aligned!. The
triple interaction was not significant (p'0.88), but all the
second-order interactions were (p,0.005). Significant terms
involving listeners indicate that listeners varied in terms
their sensitivity to changes in SNR and masker type. M
importantly, there was a significant interaction betwe
masker type and SNR (p,0.001), indicating that perfor-
mance depends upon SNR to a greater degree for the n
than the speech masker. A separate analysis of the rol
SNR for the speech masker still found performance to
pend significantly on SNR (p,0.001).

VII. RESULTS: PET SCANNING

Four different types of analyses were performed to
vestigate the neural correlates of the behavioural effects.
first were ‘‘subtraction’’ contrasts that reveal the activatio
which were greater when the participants listened to spee
in-speech, relative to speech-in-noise, and vice versa. Th
contrasts are insensitive to the different SNR levels. Si
the design required the subjects to listen to the fem
speaker throughout the experiment, activations associ
with the female speaker were ‘‘subtracted’’ out of the co
trast. The second set of contrasts was parametric and in
tigated SNR-dependent responses by using the SNR
covariate in each condition~speech-in-noise and speech-i
speech! separately. The third analysis was also parame
and used the intelligibility scores across all scans as a v
able to identify neural activations that correlate positive
with this. Finally, a statistical comparison was made betwe
the speech-in-speech.speech-in-noise conditions and a pr
vious study~Mummery et al., 1999! which contrasted the
perception of speech~single words! with a nonspeech base
line ~signal correlated noise!. This was an attempt to revea
the extent to which regions activated by ‘‘unattende
speech activated brain regions seen in passive speech pe
so-

in-

r

FIG. 2. Glass brain projections~upper panels! and sag-
ittal slices on an average T1 weighted magnetic re
nance imaging~MRI! image~lower panels! showing the
activity seen for the speech-in-noise over speech-
speech conditions, thresholded atp,0.0001, number of
coactivated voxels.40. Labels: 1—left frontal pole,
2—left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 3—right posterio
parietal cortex.
Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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TABLE I. The locations,Z scores, correctedp values, and coordinates of the rCBF changes seen in the diffe
contrasts~* indicates uncorrectedp values!.

Contrast Region Z score P ~corr! x y z

Noise.
speech

R posterior parietal 5.22 0.009 10 À86 38
L rostral prefrontal cortex 5.20 0.009 À16 68 2
L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 5.42 0.021 À34 28 44

Speech.
noise

L superior temporal gyrus 7.30 0.000 À64 À20 2
6.73 0.000 258 28 2
6.19 0.000 268 230 10

R superior temporal gyrus 7.18 0.000 64 À18 2
5.79 0.001 70 226 4
5.28 0.007 66 28 0

Increasing
intelligibility

L anterior superior temporal
gyrus

5.10 0.0015 À58 0 0

(speech.SCN)
1~sp-in-
speech.sp-in-
noise!

L lateral STG 5.38 0.022 À52 À14 2
L posterior STS 5.23 0.039 256 232 6
L lateral STG 5.16 0.053 266 216 0
R lateral STG 4.99 0.096 66 224 2
L anterior STG 4.90 0.000* 260 8 22
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tion. An important proviso is that these two studies we
performed on different PET scanners, which may make
comparison less sensitive.

A comparison of the activity seen in the speech-in-no
condition, relative to the speech-in-speech condition,
vealed SNR-independent responses in the left frontal p
left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the right posterior
rietal cortex.~Fig. 2, Table I! In contrast, strong response
were seen for speech-in-speech over speech-in-noise in
left and right lateral superior temporal gyri~STG! and sulci
~STS!, running posterior, lateral and anterior to primary a
ditory cortex ~Fig. 3, Table I!. The activation also extend
into Heschl’s gyrus on the right, although this is not a se
rate peak of activation. Since the behavioral data indica

FIG. 3. Neural activity in the speech-in-speech condition, relative to
speech-in-noise condition; the rCBF changes are shown on glass brain
jections and coronal and transaxial slices of an average T1 weighted
image, thresholded atp,0.0001, number of co-activated voxels.40.
, Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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that the lowest SNR for speech-in-noise~23 dB! results in
the poorest comprehension~see Fig. 1!, the analysis was re
peated excluding this condition and thus avoiding any a
vations due to gross comprehension differences between
speech-in-noise and in the speech-in-speech conditions.
this condition excluded, the peak changes little, moving j
2 mm up in thez plane, with the other coordinates remainin
unaffected (Z57.04).

The analysis of rCBF changes with SNR revealed
significant changes for speech-in-speech, either for SNR
creases or decreases. SNR-dependent analysis of spee
noise revealed activations in left inferior prefrontal cort
@242, 20,212, Z54.15,P(uncorrected),0.001] and left
dorso-medial premotor area@214, 2, 70, Z54.15,
P(uncorrected),0.001] ~Fig. 4!. The rCBF levels appea
to vary linearly with the decreasing SNR conditions in bo
regions@Figs. 4~a! and~b!#, and reflect neural responses th
increase as the listening task becomes harder. These re
are included, however, with the proviso that thep values fall
below the level of significance for whole brain comparison
There was no significant rCBF change associated with
creasing SNR levels~i.e., as speech perception becom
easier!.

The use of the subjects’ average intelligibility scor
across all the masker and SNR conditions as a covariate
vealed a left lateralized peak, in anterior STG~Fig. 5, Table
I!, where activity increased positively with intelligibility. To
demonstrate that this effect was seen across all the sub
the analysis was repeated with the subjects’ individual in
ligibility scores entered as subject specific covariates, wh
gave one peak at the same location in the anterior S
~258, 0, 0,Z54.59). Individual subjects’ rCBF values fo
this peak voxel were plotted against their intelligibilit
scores and the regression lines for each plot. This sho
that for all but one of the subjects the relationship is a po
tive one, which is why a positive correlation between rCB
and intelligibility comes out in the mean intelligibility analy
sis. The R2 values~and correspondingp values! for the linear

e
ro-
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817Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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FIG. 4. Glass brain projections~upper left panels! and coronal slices of an average T1 weighted MRI image of rCBF changes that correlate with the dif
of the speech-in-noise condition—i.e., negatively correlated with the SNR values, thresholded atp,0.001, number of coactivated voxels.40. Key: 1—left
dorso-medial premotor cortex, 2—left inferior lateral prefrontal cortex. The graphs on the right show the rCBF changes associated with the diffet SNR
values for the speech-in-noise condition at the peak voxel in the inferior prefrontal region~a! and the dorso-medial premotor activation~b!.
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regression for each subject~1–7! respectively are 0.123 (p
50.18), 0.447 (p50.0042), 0.252 (p50.05), 0.436 (p
50.005), 0.074 (p50.30), 0.466 (p50.003), 0.0014 (p
50.87). These R2 values indicate there is a considerab
amount of rCBF variation accounted for by the intelligibili
of the sentences, for five out of the seven subjects, and
this was significant atp,0.05 for four of the seven subject

A second level random effects analysis was used to c
pare the activation for speech in speech.speech-in-noise
and the speech.signal correlated noise contrast from Mum
meryet al. ~1999! ~also smoothed to 10 mm!. This tested for
regions coactivated by both contrasts, and for those sig
cantly more activated by the speech in spee
.speech-in-noise contrast. This revealed extensive coac
tions in bilateral STG/STS and the supratemporal plan
with peaks in left posterior STS, bilateral STG, and left a
terior STS.~Fig. 6, Table I!

VIII. DISCUSSION

The results of this study reveal a clear difference
tween the neural processing of speech when it is maske
speech versus noise. The former is associated with exten
activation in bilateral superior temporal gyri, the latter wi
the recruitment of brain regions remote from those cla
cally associated with speech perception. Previous behav
818 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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studies have suggested that speech and noise act as ma
in distinctly different ways~e.g., Brungart, 2001!, and this
neuroimaging evidence is consistent with such observatio

The use of unmodulated speech-spectrum noise a
masking stimulus, although at SNR levels above those
eliminate comprehension, shows a distributed network
neural regions, consisting of right parietal cortex and l
prefrontal cortex~when contrasted with listening to speec
in-speech!. The responses in these regions are independe
SNR level. Such patterns of activation are not seen in nor
speech perception when a passive listening task is used~e.g.,
Binder et al., 2000; Mummeryet al., 1999; Scottet al.,
2000, Wiseet al., 1991; 2001!; this suggests that these are
are recruited to facilitate the perception of speech specific
in the context of unmodulated noise, which makes the spe
difficult to hear due to masking at the auditory periphery.
this context the activation might be associated with so
degree of attention; indeed prefrontal and parietal activati
are associated with online, controlled cognitive process
and the involvement of explicit attentional mechanisms,
beit those that are not specific to auditory processing@e.g.,
prospective memory~Burgesset al., 2001!; auditory vigi-
lance~Pauset al., 1997!; rapid visual information processin
~Coull et al., 1996!#.

When the subjects listen to the female speaker in
Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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context of another~male! speaker a different pattern of act
vation is seen. Despite the fact that this contrast, by com
ing the perception of speech-in-speech with speech in no
‘‘subtracts’’ the mental process of perceiving speech~as it is
present in both conditions!, the activation in left and right
STG/STS is extensive, and independent of the SNR le
~Fig. 3!. There is considerable correspondence between
glass brain images for this contrast and that of a PET st
contrasting speech with signal correlated noise~SCN!; the
activations extend along the lateral STG/STS, and their
tents are similar in the anterior and posterior dimensio
This similarity was confirmed by a statistical comparis
with this previous PET study~Fig. 6!. Regions which are
activated by both speech.SCN and speech-in-speec

FIG. 5. Coronal slice of an average T1 weighted MRI image and glass b
projections of the rCBF regions that correlate with the increases in int
gibility, across all conditions, thresholded atp,0.0001 with number of
coactivated voxels.40.

FIG. 6. Glass brain projections of the speech specific responses seen
earlier study@reanalysis of Mummeryet al. ~1999!# are shown on the top
panels: The activations seen for speech-in-speech over speech-in-nois
for speech.signal correlated noise are shown in the lower figures, on co
nal slices of an average T1 weighted MRI image. Both sets of activations
thresholded atp,0.0001 with number of co-activated voxels.40.
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.speech-in-noise run bilaterally along the supra tempo
plane and lateral STG/STS, with greater anterior and po
rior extent on the left.

There are several potential explanations of this res
The peaks in posterior STG are consistent with claims t
posterior auditory fields are involved in the analysis of au
tory objects and their location~Griffiths and Warren, 2002;
Zatorreet al., 2002!, even though there were no cues to sp
tial location in this study. This finding may thus reflect th
neural basis of grouping auditory objects, here differe
speakers, a processing demand which is increased in
speech-in-speech condition. The peaks in bilateral lat
STG/STS and left anterior STG are consistent with the ‘‘u
attended’’ speech being processed along the same strea
processing as attended speech. This argument sugges
gions antero-lateral to PAC may be involved in process
more than one concurrent speech source, and that infor
tional masking occurs as a result of these competing spe
related cues. The use of an informational masking sig
which is not intelligible, but which is acoustically as com
plex in its structure as speech@e.g., spectrally rotated speec
~Scottet al., 2000!# will be able to reveal the extent to whic
such activation is a result of the acoustic overlap between
two signals, or the semantic content of the masking spee

A different interpretation is that ‘‘glimpsing’’ of the tar-
get signal, due to amplitude modulations in the mask
speech, may lead to greater activation in these regions th
seen when perceiving speech in unmodulated noise. T
would result in increased activations of speech process
regions as more of the speech signal is available for cort
processing~due to the ‘‘gaps’’ in the masker!. This can be
explicitly addressed in further studies using amplitud
modulated noise maskers~to enable some ‘‘glimpsing’’!. It is
also the case that the speech-in-speech condition is con
erably more complex than speech alone, in terms of
modulation spectrum and spectral profile: future studies w
unintelligible masking stimuli as complex as speech will
able to address the role of the acoustic profile of the mask
stimulus in the pattern of activation seen.

There is some evidence from this study for an involv
ment of primary auditory cortex in informational or energe
masking: the speech-in-speech.speech-in noise contras
shows right STG activation that extends medially into H
schl’s gyrus, which is the location of primary auditory corte
in man ~Fig. 3!. However, this was not a separate peak
activation, making it harder to be certain about the validity
this finding. This equivocal result could, however, be due
the power of the analysis, as a consequence of resolutio
the technique and the design of the current study. Blood fl
measures may not be able to resolve small changes du
such modulation in a study where auditory stimulation
present in each condition.

One tentative conclusion, therefore, is that in the inf
mational masking conditions there is some evidence
both auditory object segregation regions and speech proc
ing regions are involved, and that these may contribute to
central auditory processes associated with informatio
masking. This may also suggest that the bilateral STG/S
regions commonly seen in functional imaging studies
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speech perception are also capable of processing in pa
other, unattended, speech information; the converse of th
that when the female speaker is ‘‘streamed’’ out of the au
tory scene, the selection is not occurring ‘‘early’’ in the pr
cessing of the perceptual stream. The activations commo
speech perception and speech-in-speech.speech-in-noise
run along the STG/STS into regions which, on the left,
associated with the processing of intelligible speech~Scott
et al., 2000!, consistent with the suggestion that the un
tended voice is processed, to some degree, for meaning.
ther studies will be able to address how these posterior
lateral auditory regions interact in informational masking.

Several cognitive processing tasks have revealed
consequences of obligatory perceptual processing of u
tended speech. Early studies indicated that selective atten
can be directed to the meaning of speech, with the poten
for interference if concurrent ‘‘unattended’’ speech overla
in semantic content~e.g., Treisman, 1960!. There is also evi-
dence that that concurrent irrelevant speech can disrupt
formance on verbal working memory tasks~Tremblayet al.,
2000!. This suggests that the perceptual competition und
lying informational masking can also affect the cogniti
processes dependent upon speech perception. There is
evidence that intelligible irrelevant speech is processed
meaning: recent work, for example, has shown that
meaning of unattended speech can interfere with sema
processing~e.g., Neely and LeCompte, 1999!. The current
findings may demonstrate a candidate neural basis for t
behavioral effects. Importantly, as with informational mas
ing, aspects of irrelevant speech disruptions in work
memory tasks appear not to be speech specific, and ef
can be seen with tone sweeps and reversed speech, alth
there is a relationship between the acoustic features of
irrelevant signal and the amount of distraction it causes~e.g.,
Tremblayet al., 2000!. As noted, further functional imaging
studies can determine the extent to which the to-be-igno
voice is processed because it is meaningful speech, or
cause it is acoustically similar to speech.

The investigation of a SNR-dependent response
speech-in-speech revealed no activation that correlated
the SNR, although this is arguing to a null result and futu
work with more sensitive techniques@e.g., same sex speak
ers, which will increase the amount of informational maski
~Brungart, 2001!# may find a difference. This finding is
however, consistent with the hypothesis that there would
no such response, since the behavioral data indicates
informational masking is SNR independent at SNRs of 0
and below~Brungart, 2001!. In contrast, there were activa
tions in the speech-in-noise that correlated with SNR, c
sistent with the original hypothesis and the behavioral d
Since there was no prediction about likely regions associa
with SNR-dependent responses, and the activations did
survive correction for whole brain comparisons, the acti
tions seen in left dorso-medial premotor cortex and left in
rior prefrontal cortex~shown in Fig. 4! must be treated with
some caution. However, there is evidence for an involvem
of both these regions in speech processing. In a recent p
on speech production~Blank et al., 2002! extensive medial
prefrontal activation was associated with the production
820 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 2, February 2004
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‘‘propositional’’ speech,~e.g., a verbal description of a rela
tive that you see often but don’t live with!, in contrast to
‘‘automatic’’ speech~e.g., speaking a very familiar nurser
rhyme repeatedly!. This activation extended dorsally to th
premotor region which shows the SNR-dependent respo
as the speech is harder to hear in the noise, there is gre
activation in this region. This premotor response potentia
reflects the use of articulatory strategies~i.e., ‘‘sounding out’’
the heard words!, which may or may not be explicit~i.e.,
associated with a deliberate strategy!, and which are re-
cruited to facilitate speech perception in the context of en
getic masking. Previous studies have implicated ‘‘mirro
neurones~Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998! in lateral premotor re-
gions~posterior Broca’s area! in aspects of speech perceptio
when the task makes more motoric demands, e.g., segm
tation ~Burtonet al., 2000!. The activation seen in this stud
is dorsal and medial to such activations, and this poss
reflects the fact that subjects simply had to comprehend
speech in the current study without doing such complex p
neme monitoring. In other words, no meta-linguistic proce
ing was required.

With respect to the inferior prefrontal cortical respons
another recent study~Crinion et al., 2003! showed a re-
sponse in ventral prefrontal cortex to hearing speech~chil-
dren’s stories! compared to reversed speech. The peak w
very close~244 26 216! to that seen here. Crinionet al.
~2003! associated this response with prefrontal regions t
receive projections from anterior temporal lobe regions i
plicated in the perceptual processing of intelligible spee
~Scottet al., 2000! and they identified this region as a mo
executive component of story comprehension. Certainly
neuroanatomy is consistent with this claim, and it is intrig
ing to speculate that the ventral prefrontal activation seen
the current study demonstrates ‘‘top down’’ efforts to supp
speech comprehension with semantic information.

The correlation of intelligibility scores with rCBF acros
both conditions revealed a left lateralized response, lying
eral and anterior to primary auditory cortex in the STG.
previous study from our group, which investigated the neu
correlates of speech processing while controlling for audit
complexity, showed responses associated with intelligibi
of speech in left anterior STS~Scottet al., 2000!. The peak
is superior and posterior to the most anterior peak show
the Scottet al. ~2000! study, which may be due to the tas
subjects in the previous study were not forced to stream
speech out from a noisy background. Another difference
one of sensitivity, since more of the variation behaviora
comes from reduced comprehension in the most diffic
speech-in-noise condition, and the other conditions do
differ greatly. Nonetheless, the activation which is associa
with increasing comprehension of the attended speech lie
the anterior temporal lobe and not in posterior temporal lo
regions often claimed to be central for the processing
speech for meaning~Hickok and Poeppel, 2000!. In the con-
text of the current study and our work on intelligibility, thi
confirms that anterior temporal lobe regions are associa
with intelligibility in speech.

This study thus presents evidence that different mask
contexts for speech perception recruit different neural s
Scott et al.: Neural basis of masking in speech perception
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tems. Regions in rostral and dorsolateral prefrontal cor
and posterior parietal cortex are recruited, in a SN
independent fashion, when subjects listen to speech-in-n
In contrast, speech-in-speech activates bilateral STG/ST
addition to the activation associated with the perception
the attended speech, indicating parallel processing of
speakers. Further studies are needed to determine wh
this occurs because the unattended speech is meaningf
whether it is due to more basic acoustic properties of
masking signal. Future studies will also be able to determ
whether the SNR-dependent effects seen for speech-in-n
reflect the automatic recruitment of articulatory and sema
mechanisms in difficult speech perceptual conditions,
whether these reflect more explicit and deliberate cogni
strategies. The overall correlation of intelligibility of the sig
nal with the activity in left anterior STG is further evidenc
for the role of anterior regions in the comprehension of
telligible speech.
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